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ABSTRACT 

The General linear 

Multivariable Regulator Problem 

lin-fu Cheng 

This thesis considers the problem of zeroing the 

output z(t) of a general linear, fixed-parameter, multi- 

variable system as described by 

x(t) * Ax(t) + Bu(t) 

z(t) = C,jx(t) + D<ju(t) 

y(t) = C2x(t) + D2u(t) 

where y(t) is what can be measured and z(t) is to be regu¬ 

lated. Conditions are obtained for the existence of state 

feedback u=Fx such that (1) z(t)-?-0 as t-»oo,(2) ker FC>?X> 

and(3) any controllable, observable mode of the closed-loop 

system is stabilized. 

Vector space manipulations are adopted throughout 

the thesis. First, an algebraic formulation corresponding to 

(1) is derived and the problem in its most primitive form is 

solved. Since output ( y(t) ) feedback is assumed to be the 

realization of state feedback, (2) is shown to be equivalent 

to the observability constraint. TL is the unobservability 

subspace and is invariant under A. Finally, (3) is consider¬ 

ed to take care of internal stability. Solution to the gen¬ 

eral problem is then presented. 

The results are illustrated by regulation in the 

presence of certain type of disturbances. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1 

1.1 Introduction and Background 

A general state space description of a linear time- 

invariant multivariable system is given by 

x(t) * Ax(t) + Bu(t) (1.1-1) 

z(t) = C1x(t) + H|U(t) (1.1-2) 

where x(t) is the state vector, u(t) is the control input 

vector, z(t) is the output vector, and A,B, C-pD-j are 

constant matrices. The plant itself and the disturbance 

variables along with any reference input variables have been 

taken into consideration and were absorbed into the above 

two equations. 

A common classical design incorporates certain dyna¬ 

mic compensation, so that the compensated system shows the 

following behaviour: each output variable converges to zero 

from any given initial point, when the system is perturbed 

by some class of disturbances. This is the regulator 

problem. 

Another problem frequently encountered is the 

servomechanism problem, which requires that each of the 

specified set of output variables follows or tracks an input 

of a particular reference set. As a matter of fact, if we 

regard the tracking error as the quantity to be regulated, 

the servomechanism problem would become a regulator problem. 

Because of this, consideration of the regulator problem 

would naturally encompass the servochanism problem. 
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In the regulator problem, we require u(t) to be such 

that for arbitrary initial state x(0+), z(t) approaches 

zero as time goes to infinity. It is the goal of this thesis 

to determine when and how a linear state feedback u*Fx can 

be effected which drives every nonzero output .component to 

zero asymptotically. 

While we let (1.1-2) represent the output to be 

regulated, another output in like form is generally necessary 

to signify what is available for measurement, parameter iden¬ 

tification, or direct feedback. Let this measurable output be 

y(t) = c2x(t) + D2u(t) (1.1-3) 

which in general fiffers from z in (1.1-2). 

In most cases, the output to be regulated is inde¬ 

pendent of the control input u(t). In other words, in 

equation (1.1-2) can be set to zero. The regulator problem 

has been discussed by several authors £1) [2] (3) (4) , and a 

comprehensive discussion for this problem can be found in 5 . 

However, these studies are all limited to the case when D.j=0. 

This thesis will treat the regulator problem by 

assuming the output is given by (1.1-2), where L^O in 

general, for the following reasons: (1) (1.1-2) is more 

general. (2) Occasions do exist when, in addition to the 

state, the control input u(t) can possibly appear at output 

directly (14) . 

Since it is y rather than x that can be measured, we 

should either estimate the state x from y before applying 

the state feedback, or utilize the output y directly to 
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realize the desired state feedback. In the latter case, this 

is accomplished by a compensator. It must be pointed out 

that unless the system under consideration is observable,it 

is impossible to fully estimate x and then to effect u=Px 

without any restriction. The state feedback in a constrained 

sense, however, can generally be make, with an extra condi¬ 

tion added to accomodate the limited output measurement. 

The following analysis is an extension of the results 

that W.M. Wonham and J.B. Pearson have obtained on the 

Regulator Problem with Internal Stability (RPIS) which 

assumes 3)^=0 £5} . In Chapter 2, a fundamental treatment of 

a basic regulator problem is presented by employing the 

notion of extended spaces. In Chapter 3, a compensator 

using the output y to implement the state feedback is adopt¬ 

ed and this will be shown to be equivaleht to the introduc¬ 

tion of an unobservabiliÿy constraint ker FO]!. . The whole 

problem is finally solved in Chapter 4 hnd some applications 

are demonstrated in the last chapter. 

1.2 Notations 

Throughout this thesis, the geometric concepts of 

maximal invariant subspace contained in a given space (6} , 

of maximal controllability subspace [6) , and of extended 

spaces and extended mappings among spaces (7] are heavily 

employed. 

The system of interest was specified by (1,1-1), 

(1.1-2) and (1.1-3) in the last section, where x is an 
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n-vector (i.e. vector of dimension n), u an r-vector, z an 

1-vector, y an m-vector and A,B,C.,,C2,D2 constant real 

matrices of dimension n x n,n x r,l x n,l x r,m x n and mxr 

respectively. 

Matrices A,B,C.j ,3D^, C2 and 1)2 can in the mean time 

be viewed as linear, time-invariant mappings: 

A:X^X » B: hi X 
• X X » B-j : —> 2. 

where X'V» X and are real, fini ted dimensional, linear 

vector spaces, with dimX=a» dim*^=m, dimjT=l and dim\4=r. 

In other words, £n, the real n-space, y-£". X-d1 

and Respectively,^, an^Ximay calle& 

state, (measurable) output, (regulated) output, and control 

input space. 

If K is a matrix Dr equivalently a linear mapping, 

or ^ denotes the range or image of K, and ker K is the 

kernel (or mill space) of K. If K is of dimension rxs and 

r, we write K“1V for a subspace of £ s as defined 

by 

K“1U 
= 1 V £ Kv £ 

The controllable subspace of the pair (A,B) is 

written as £A|^ and is defined by 

{A|#{ - % +A& - ••• +A“‘1£- ' 

As is generally known,^A|$J is the largest subspace 

of £n which is subject to the influence of control input 

u(t). 
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1/ » a subspace ofis said to be A-invariant, 

expressed as AVCl/, if for any v£ 1/ , Av=u*l/ . 

Suppose that a subspace Qc £n is selected, and the 

system is so modified that ^, but no larger subspace, is 

completely controllable. Then & is designated as a control- 
n+1 . > 

lability subspace (6). let 10= fi her CoA1” . Then Ï") is 
i=1 d 1 

the unobservable space of the system (13]. 

For the matrix or linear map A, let <^(A) be the 

set of its n characteristic values, i.e. the spectrum of A. 

If ]/c£n is A-invariant, denote by A|t/ the restriction 

of A to \f . 

let o(,(A) be some polynomial. If it is of the least 

possible order to annihilate A, i.e. o^(A)=0, it is known 

as the minimal polynomial (m.p.) of A (lOj . Denote by oC(<\) 

(respectively C(”(A)) the factor of ot(A) with zeros in 

the closed right half plane (^(respectively, the open left 

half plane (£”). Finally, let (A) = key cC(A) and 

X~(A) * ker oC(A). 

Suppose A1/C\) and A^C^Cl/. The subspace ^ 

is said to decompose 'U relative to A if there exists a 

subspace £ such that A<S £ S and lf= ^ « $ . 

1 .3 Some auxiliary results 

In the development of this thesis, we will need a ' 

multitude of auxiliary facts. Listed below is a collection 

of lemmas, most of which can be found and have already been 

proved in the literature as indicated, and the others are 
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proved in the Appendix. 

Lemma 1.1 Let P be a linear map. Then P(lAft 1/ ) = 

(PU)n (PV) if and only if 

OA+ V) H ker P * ( lA 0 ker P) + ( ‘U Ci ker P) 

(proof: see Appendix) 

Lemma 1.2 Let A: X^X a linear map, with minimal 

polynomial o(.(A). If A ) = ol] ( A ) ot2(;\. ), where 

oti » <^2 are c°Prime and = ker o(^(A), then the 

following are true: 

(1) XiU) ® X2U) 
(2) AXJ.(A) C XJU] 1-1.2 

(3) is the minimal polynomial for , 

i=1,2 
r 

9 

(proof: see DO) ) 

Lemma 1,3 The previous lemma holds, if the minimal 

polynomial is replaced by its corresponding characte¬ 

ristic polynomial. 

(proof: same as Lemma 1.2) 

Lemma 1.4 Given A,B, then theie exists an P such that 

X+(A+BP) =0 if and only if X+(A) C • 

(proof: see C8j ) 

Lemma 1.5 Let 1J be A-invariant, and P: "tixe 

canonical projection. Then 

rX+U) - X+® 
(proof: see (3) ) 



Lemma 1«6 For any F,   - - x+(A+BF) + lAl£] -X*(A) + {Al$ 
(proof: see £4l ) 

Lemma 1.7 For B; » A: * then there exists 

C: such that CB=A if and only if ker APker B. 

(proof: see Appendix) 

Lemma 1 .8 Let A^ : "X^JC * ^2S and Tl^-X with 

A,ncn ani - *2|Tl -men 

X+(Ai)nn -X+(A
2)^n 

(proof: see Ol ) 



Chapter 2 Formulation and Solution of 

Simplified Regulator Problem 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we assume the state is available for 

feedback, and consider the following problem. 

Given the system specified by 

for all t-y 0 and with x(O) = XQ 

Under what conditions does there exist a control 

such that vLih *(t)-U+»)*<t> . x(0)«0 

z(t) » (C^+D^P)x(t) for all t^O, 

it follows that lim z(t) * 0 for every xn • 
t^oo u 

This regulator problem in its most primitive form 

essentially represents a generalization of 0) , in which 

D^aO. An alternative statement of this problem can be made 

to yield a more precise formulation. The next section shows 

how this can be done with the concept of vector space 

decomposition. 

2.2 Statement of the problem 

Recall that, with x(t) = (A+BF)x(t), x(0)axQ, tzO, 

Denote A+BP by Ap . 

The state space can decomposed into two Ap- 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) 

z(t) = C<jx(t) + D^u(t) 

(2.1-D 

(2.1_2) 

invariant sub spaces J£+(Ap) 311(1 such that any x 
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can be written as a sum of two components, one in X+(Ap) 

and the other in . Let XQ=XQ+XQ, where XQ S X+(Ap) 

and XQ £ X"
(
V‘ 

Let Aÿ he the restriction of Ap to X*"(Ap) and Ap 

be that to X+ (Ap). Then ApXQ=ApXQ and so eAl^XQ= eAP^XQ . 

Similarly, eAP^XQ = eAP^XQ . Now we need 

Lemma 2.1.1 

lim (C1+D1P)e^A+BÎ'^t - 0 if and only if 

(A+BP)C ker(C1+I)1 P) 

Proof Let o(, the characteristic polynomial of A+BP, be 

factored as c?C+. o^~, where o(.+ has zeros in C+» and cÇ 

has zeros in £,”• As XQ £ x~<V' «cupK ■ ° foii°ws 

from definition. Let Aj_» i=1,2,...,r, be distinct zeros 

of o(”(A ) with multiplicity m^. (m^n^...+mr=n1 is equal 

to the dimension of X"*(Ap).) Corresponding to these 

Ai’s, there exist sets of generalized eigenvectors x^, 

j=1,2,...,m^, i=1,2,...,r, which are linearly independent. 

Purther, with Q = C x-j-| » • • • »xrm 3 » if follows that 
r 

ApQ = QJ (2.2-1) 

where J is an n^x n^ matrix in the Jordan canonical form 

(11J . Using (2.2-1), we have 

Recall that x 

ï^Q = QeJt 

... ,m^ , i=1,2, 

(2.2-2) 

,r, are 

linearly independent and hence is a basis for X”(Ap). 

Therefore, xQ can be expressed as linear combination of 
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x.., 3=1,2,...,m., i=1,2,...,r. In other words, 
XJ X 

XQ = Qc for some constant vector c. 

So, eAPtx- _ eAFtQo . QeJtc 

Since J, consisted of Jordan blocks, has on its 

diagonal, the eigenvalues 1,2, ... ,r, it then 

follows that liw e^= 0 , and so 
t ->oo 

lim eA^xÂ = lim Qe^c = 0 

It turns out that z(t) = (C^+D1 F) eAFtx0=(C1+D1 F) • 

eAPtxJ + (C1+D1F)eAFtxJJ tends to (C^D^ÎeVxJ as t 

goes to infinity. In other words, as t>oo, (C^j+ILF)* 

eA^*tXQ is equivalent to (C^+D^ F) e^^xQ, or 

lim(C1+D1P)eA^tx0 = lim (G, +IL F) eAi'txJ 
%-?*> t->o° 

Then we are to show that JX+(Aj>) d kerCC^+D^F) 

is necessary to guarantee that lim(C1+D1 P)eA^=0. To do 
t^ 

this, assume that X+(^p) c her(C^+I)^P), i.e. there 

exists some x* t JC+(A1?) such that (C1+D1P)XQ * 0. 

let ZIoLs3 = o(+(s) =0 be the characteristic 
3=0 3 

equation of Ap whose roots lie in £ + , Since z(t) = 

(C-j+D1P)x(t) and x( t) = (A+BF)x(t), it follows that 

z(t) = (C-j+D.jI’)x(t) 

&(t) = (C^+D^P) (A+BP)x(t) 

z(t) = (C-j H-D-^ P) (A+BP) 2X( t) 

z(k)(t) = (C1+D1F)(A+BF)kx(t) 

Therefore we have 
m / m 

21 °C,Zu;(t) = (C1+D1 F) ZZ A+BF)3x(t) 
j=0 3 11 3=0 3 
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= (C.j+D.jF) 0 = 0 

Thus, z(t) is then the solution to this differ¬ 

ential equation, whose characteristic roots are in C+» 

with initial condition z(0) = (C^+D^F)x(0) = 0. 

Consequently, lim z(t) * 0 and this proves that 
. t 

X+(A+BF) C kerCC^D^F) is necessary to ensure driving 

the system output to zero asymptotically. 

Conversely, ^ + (A+BF) c ker(C^+D1 F) is sufficient. 

Since is A^-invariant, xoiX + (Ap) implies that 

eAF^XQ £. JC +(Ap) for all tiO, and so ^+(AJ1) c kerCC^+B^F) 

would directly lead to 

(C +3) Fje^jeJ = 0 for all t£0. 

Let t go to infinity and we are done. Q.E.D. 

Using Lemma 2.1.1 , an equivalent condition for z(t) 

to approach zero asymptotically for every initial state XQ 

is ^+(A+BF)cker(C^+L^F). Having shown this, we are ready 

to state the following 

Problem 2.2 

Given the maps A : %r*X>, B : Uj*JC » C-| : JQ+jC » D-| • XL+JC • 

Under what conditions does there exist 

F: 

such that 

X
+
(A+BF)C kerCC-j+I^F) 

2.3 Solution of Problem 2.2 

In this section, a fundamental consideration for 

Problem 2.2 is developed. In other words, we find the 
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condition under which some F exists such that J£+(A+BF)c 

ker(C-| +D.JF) . Though less complicated than other more general 

problem, this analysis essentially contains all important 

ideas required by any general regulator problem encountered 

in the following chapters. It is based on the concept of 

geometric framework and on its extension to include the 

output space in the common state space. 

This sort of treatment rather than usual algebraic 

calculations was first discussed in £6] and has been found 

to work successfully with the advantage to avoid entangle¬ 

ment of complex calculation, naturally, it is necessary to 

translate the geometric criteria into matrix operation for 

proper computations. 

In the following, preliminaries are presented 

first and then certain intermediate results are listed befoxe 

the final solution is proposed. Moreover, although the 

resultant solution emerges as a nonconstructive one, it can 

be made constructive by certain minor modifications. 

Given as state and output spaces respec¬ 

tively, let us consider the extended space ^ to be the 

(external) direct sum of JC and j£, . Or, in our notation, 

® • Next, let ke,Be,C®,D® denote linear mappings in 

£, associated respectively with A,B,C^,D<j. A,B,C1,B1 have 

been defined before and Ae,Be,C®,D® are as follows: 

Given that xtjC , 
z C
%J » and . 

Ae : £ £ such that Ae(x+z)=Ax 

Be : IX £, such that Beu = Bu 
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C® ; £ such that C®(x+z)=C.|X 

D® : IX-* £, such that D®u = D^u 

In terms of matrix notations, let x+z, the element in 

<£ , be denoted by (*) where x*X and z correspondingly. 

To preserve the algebra of their operations, the following 

relationship should be cautiously observed in carrying out 

transformations from operator to coordinate system and vice 

versa. 

Ae(f) = <£) C*(*) - (0°x) 

Beu = (B“) = (j°u) 

Then it turns out that Ae,Be,C®,D® bear such matrix 

representations as : 

In the rest of this section, Ae ( respectively Be, 

C®,D®) and its matrix representation will be denoted by the 

same mapping symbol. The interpretations depend upon and 

are self-evidenced from the context. Denote Ae+C® by t. and 

Be+D® by B, and we are ready to have 

lemma 2.3.1 

Given maps A:X*X »B:U/*X »G-| iXX£ and UCX * 
then there exists an F: X 

such that (A+BF) \J C \J (2.3-1a) 

(Oj+^F) 1/. 0 (2.3-1b) 

if and only if tVc. V+ (2.3-2) 
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Proof (necessity) 

Let (v-t»v2* ... ,vs) be a basis for ]/ , and 

rewrite equations (2.3-1a) and (2.3-1b) as 

(A+BF)V=YG and (O-j+D^JV-O 

where V = CV1 »v2» • * • >vsl » a ma'brix composed of the basis 

vectors. The above two equations can be combined as 

follows: 

i; :) o ■ C) * o « 
In terms of the extended mappings and spaces, the 

above relation is equivalent to c + \J . 

(sufficiency) 

Let v.j,V2, ... »vs, sin, be a basis for U , then 

eq.(2.3-2) implies (Ae+C®)v^=u^+(Be+D®)w^ , where u^t U, 

and Wj^ is some vector, i=1,2, ... ,s. 

Now since v^,v2,...,vgare linearly independent, 

ker(v^ ,v2,... ,vg)=0 and hence ker(w^ ,w2 »••» ,wg) ker 

(v1fv2 V ). Therefore a matrix P exists such that w^ 

«(-Fjvj^ for i=1,2,...,s , and then it follows that 

(Ae+C®)vi - u± - (B
e+D®)Fvi , i=1,2,...,s 

Resolving into % and subspaces of £ , we then 

obtain: 

AeVi - u1 - B
eFvi 

°1vi = ~ for all i=1 ,2,... ,s 

which, after transforming back to the original operators, 

becomes 
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Av. = u. - BFv. 
il î 

C^v^= - D.|Fv^ for i=1,2, ... , s 

or equivalently, 

(A+BF)v^ = 

(C^+D^Jv^ = 0 for ail i=1,2, ... ,s 

Then the proof is complete. 
Q.E.D. 

Now let us consider a few definitions : 

Def. 2.3.1 

'{v 
lUc V +5B} 

Ue]C 

In other words, V is the collection of all • s 

with the properties that UCJC » (A+BF) XT c 1/ , and 

(C^+D^F)U - 0 for some F. 

Def. 2.3.2 

J(V)= jî 
(A+BF) ircu l 
(Q^D^)ir^ o ] 

Then we are ready to present the resultant solution 

to Problem 2.2 

Proposition 2.3.1 

Problem 2.2 is solvable if and only if there exists 

a lf£ $ such that (&) c + V 

Proof (necessity) 

Suppose Problem 2.2 can be solved, then an F 

exists such that J£ + (A+BF) C ker(C^+D^ F). Let U- 

^£+(A+BF), then by Lemma 1.3 we see that (A+BF)î/ cl/. 

On other hand, U C ker(C^+D^F) and, by Lemma 2,3.1 ,T/£V. 

By Lemma 1.6 j£+(A+BF)+ (A) + |A|jgj, 
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and then JÇ+(A) C {Al&} + J(f(A+B;p)* With V* X+(A+Bp) 

we reach the desired condition (2). 

(sufficiency) 

To begin with, X+(A)C U + {A|^| implies by 

Lemma 1 ,6 'y^(k+BT?)c "[/ + ^A|||j for arbitrary F. 

Consider particularly FQ Z and the canonical projec¬ 

tion P: -» . Since (A+BPQ)|/C V , Lemma 1.5 can 

be used to project both sides of X+(A+B^)C 1/ +|AI^} * 

By doing so we get PJX+(A+BFQ) C P ^A||^- » P ^A+BP0|^j 

and thus X + (A+BPo^ C {A+BP0|^] • 

Then, according to Lemma 1.4 , there exists some 

such that X+(A+®^o + B ) * 0 • Consider the 

operation 

(A+BFQ)X + (B Y1 )x » (A+BP0)Px + B F.,Px 

* P(A+BPQ)X + PBP*^x 

* P(A+BPQ + BF-|P)x 

If we let P = PQ+^P , then from above we conclude that 

j£+(A+BP) =0 or PX+(A+BF) - 0 

Hence X+(A+BP) C her P = V • Now if suppose v£ 1/, 

since (CJ|+D^FQ)V = 0, it follows that (C^+D^PQ+I)Jjl’^P)v= 

(C^+D^Pjv » 0 , so we have 

V C kerCC.j+D.jF) 

3C+ (A+BP) c her P = \JC her(01+D1 F). 

Q»B.D. 

Now that the above proposition is verified, the 
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solvabilily of the simple problem is equivalent to the 

validity of the relationship : ^ +(A) C + V** If a 

]/ satisfying (2.3-2) ever exists and the above relation 

holds, then the problem can be solved, and F is given as a 

solution to eqs. (2.3-1a) and (2.3—1b)• 
> 

To qualify as a useful criterion, we have to iden¬ 

tify some specific \J which can be computed according to 

some convenient algorithm. A candidate for this can be 

generated in the following process: construct the 

0 12 
sequence V , 1/ , 1/ » ... according to 

V° -X 
V1 - X n î"1( + V1"1) (2.3-3a) 

for i*1,2, ... ,n=dim^C 

Generally there exists some p<n, such that 

'Ij-P = - . ..= Vn » which is characterized 

by 

Lemma 2.3«3 n ^ V e v 

Proof 

We first show that the sequence (2.3-3a) can be 

alternatively generated by 

v° -X 
l/ = V1-1 n r1( \s) * V1-1) (2-3-3b) 

for i=1,2, ... ,n 

which is later shown to be equivalent to (2.3-3a). 
A 

Let If l V, and we want to show by induction that 
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X- V° if1 O • • • P 1/ (2.5-30) 
Û 

First notice that ”y = 1/ and then by assuming 

V1"1 ? V , we have 

'\Tl= xr^n Â‘1( {&} + trL*’1) :> Vni“1( {B\ + V). 

Since + 1/, it follows that \f C + 1/ ) 

and thus 

1/«Vn i“1( (B} + V). 

So, we have 

V1 :> v n î‘1( $B} + v) - v . 
Thus 5? 1/ holds for any 1*1,2  

Further, by construction, ‘1/*”^ O l/1 » ancl so 

V1”1 V1 ? V for i-1,2  

Then follows (2.3-3c). 

Now we are ready to show that the alternative 

method (2.3-3b) reduces to the desired one (2.3-3a). 

For i = 1, y1= X f\ ^B^ + l/°) holds trivially. 

Now suppose the desired construction holds for i-1, i.e. 

v1"1» % n â“1( {$} + v1"2) • 

Being so, (2.3-3b) becomes 

V*- X n + V1’2) n â“1( {B} + y1"1) . 
With the fact l/1”1 c V1”2 and thus 

t\ {B} + v1-1) C r\{*}+ v1"2) , 

we finally obtain 

V1" X n â"1( {B} + V
1-1

). 

Then the process (2.3-3a) holds for all i by method of 

induction. 
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Among the sequence V°» V*, V2
,..., l/1 in 

(2.3-3c) , there exists a least integer j such that 

for all k£j. Denote the last space hy 1/ , 

and we have 

V « Vj + 1= ... = T/1 (2.3-3d) 

Then for all i-1 £ j the equation (2.3~3a) becomes 

Vf ~ X ft + 1/)» or equivalently 

17 C Â”1 ( ^ B ]+£/), and U C X . 

Therefore, V Z$ = ^ 1/ j ^ ^ V" + {B} , and 17 X } • 

Q.E.D. 

Remark : 

(1) Prom (2.3-3c) and (2.3-3d), it is clear that 

*\f OXJ for all V £ V. So 17 is the greatest element , 

therefore the least upper bound, and hence the sole maxi¬ 

mal element in $ (12} . In the following, \f is 

alternatively denoted 11 . 

(2) Proposition 2.3.1 remains valid if the relation 

X+U) c ♦ V 
is replaced by 

X+U)c {A|g} ♦ v* 
where V = "y can be computed according to (2.3**3a) or 

(2.3-3b). 

Utilization of the V as generated above enables 
A 

us to calculate a certain member of V conveniently. Then 

the solvability of Problem 2.2 becomes a problem to see if 
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X+<A) c U* + \A\H\ holds. Once l/, ^A|J^ and X+(A) 

are found to meet this equation, an F is guaranteed to 

exist such that X+(A+®^) C ker(G^+D>j F), and the system 

output z(t) will be driven to zero ultimately. 

2.4 An example 

Consider the system with 

(0 1 0\ I0\ 
A = 0 0 0 B » ( 1 0. = (1 0-1) and D1 = ( 1 ) 

\0 0 1 
1
 ' 0 ' 

What we want is to find certain values of f^,f2»f^ 

to effect the state feedback u = Fx such that the output 

approaches asymptotically to zero as t goes to infinity. 

First we will show that this F always exists by applying 

the previous result Proposition 2.5.1 . 

Set 

A = 

o 1 o ; o 
o o o<o 
o o 1_J o | 
M Ô-Î*0 

and B = 

Then use the technique developed in last section to 
* 

find the maximal subspace V 

V(0) = X » ■then 

To compute ^ Â-1 ( ^B] ) n » let 
*-1 

v(0) + 

(0) 

( 1 0 0 0) 

$\ -\°olVo M 
to 0 0 1 J 

*-1 

l-1 6 - and then 
IX' 

Ct 

which is always valid whatever x^,x2,x^,x^ are. Hence 

• Similar arguments follow when 
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* 
are computed and thus we find that XT = JQ . Note that 

J^+(A) C |A|$| + V* always holds and by Proposition 2.3.1 

we are sure that P=(f.j,f2,f3) can always be found such that 

3£+(A+BP) ckerCC^+D-jF) . 

Corresponding to this 1/*» an P* £ $(V*) exists 

according to lemma 2.3.1 . To find it, note that (C^+D^P ) 

• 1/ * 0 requires, for y » # that C^+D-jP =0, or what is 

equivalent (1+f.j,f2,-1+f^) * 0 . Hence we have 

P* = (f1#f2,f3) = (-1,0,1) . 

To find another \K t V satisfying Proposition 2,3.1. 
f1 °1 

observe that and |A|$J » <. 0 1 V , therefore a 

(X1| °° 
form of x

3^f° * is a possible candidate. With 

1/| £ V, it is found that 1/j = 

this Uj is such that (C^+D^P^) Uj 
1 -f1“f p 

So, P^ — (f^,f2, 2 ) • 

. The P^ associated with 

= 0 , or f-j+f2+2f3 = 1. 

* 
To gain more insight into these designs P and P^ , 

note that / 0 1 0 \ 

*♦“ = lo1o2f3) 
p 

has characteristic equation o(j,( \ ) = ( \ -1 ) ( A -f2A -f>j) = 0. 

The À i=1 corresponds to the existence of a waveform 

x^ = x^e^ in the system, which can not be altered by state 

feedback as A-pl is independent of the choice of P. 

With P*=(-1,0,1) £,?(!/*), oL*( A) = ( A-1)( A2+1). 
1-f -f * 

However with P^Cf^.fg,  ^£ ( À ) = 

(A-1)( A^-f^A- -f^ ). In the case of P^, f^ and f2 can be 
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properly chosen (i.e. let them both negative) so that 

otj,(A ) will possess no unstable zeros except ^=1. 

What F can influence is in the controllable space 

^Aj^| . A system with stable controllable minor loops is 

usually said to be internally stabilized. To be specific, 

a design F with internal stability is such that 

X+(A+Bï) n $A|$ = 0 . 

Both V* and ^ satisfy j£+(A)c 1/ + and 

hence solve Problem 2.2 . The P corresponding to is 

desirable, however, since it is obviously capable of yield¬ 

ing a system with internal stability. In chapter IY, this 

specific consideration is to be continued. 

As a numerical example, choose f^ = -2 and “3* 

then let fy= s 3 

1,-1 and -2 . ^ Q Q 

0 -1 0 

and e(A+M0t . P(> 0 -2 

Now A+BF has eigenvalues at 

t / e_t 0 0 

P"1 = P j 0 e-t 0 

\ 0 0 e” 

where P * 
1 
1 
2 

1 1 ’ 

-1 -2 
0 0 

Then 
;(t) » (C1+D1F)e^A+BF^tx0 

■ (-1 -3 2) P 

/ _ -t r- -21 ■ -t c —2t r -t r- -21\ 
= (8e -5e ,4e -5e ,-6e +5e ) XQ 

- 0 as t -> 0° 
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Chapter 3 Zeroing the Output Using 

Constrained State Feedback 

3.1 Introduction 

In chapter 2, the problem of zeroing the output was 

solved under the assumption that the state x(t) could be 

measured. In this chapter, the realistic constraint is 

imposed that the measurable output is 

y(t) ■ C2x(t) + D2u(t) (3.1) 

Of course, with D2=0 and C2=I (the identity), this reduces 

to the case considered in chapter 2. In this case where the 

measurable output is given by eq.(3.1),some form of dynamic 

compensation is generally necessary. 

It is possible to increase the order of the system 

by means of a compensator so that the task of state feed¬ 

back will be accomplished in the higher order compensated 

system. This chapter extends the results of £9} to the case 

given by (3.1) and demonstrates how the problem formulated 

in chapter 2 must be modified in order to incorporate the 

constraint (3.1). 

3.2 Compensation using output feedback 

In this section, it is to be shown that state 

feedback can be effected in the higher order system with 

proper observability constraint. The structure and the 

order of the compensator are also analyzed in detail. 

Consider the augmented system 
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x = Ax + Bu^ 

V u5 

(3.2-1) 

up= v 

where u has been replaced by , p derivatives of the input 

vector u have been included, and v is regarded as the 

control vector. 

These new variables u^, together with the original 

output y(t), are taken to be the quantities that can be 

measured. In other words, the set 

y = C2x + D2U1 

yr ui 
u, (3.2-2) 

forms a new output vector associated with the new system. 

It can be shown that if the original system is controllable 

then the new system will be controllable as well. What is 

more, if the original system is observable, then the new 

one will also be observable. 

Since the y(t) in eq.(3.1) is the measurable output, 

it is the most suitable candidate to be fed back through a 

compensator to effectively realize state feedback in a 

restricted sense. The input of the compensator is to be the 

system output y and the output of the compensator is to be 

u-j. In other words, the complete system consists of the 
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original system and the compensator in cascade. 

Since the compensator is introduced in the augment¬ 

ed system, we then assume that the compensator is of r.p-th 

order. The structure is specified by the differential 

equation: 

jf0 A.u
(i) + |r0 Biy

(i) = 0 (3.2-3) 

where A^ is rxr, is rxm, and p is an integer to be 

determined, y^ and u^^ denote respectively the i-th 

derivative of y(t) and u(t). 

The augmented system as described by equations 

(3.2-1) and (3.2-2) can be conveniently rewritten as: 

x ss Âx + Bv 

y = Ox 

where 

X = 

fx\ 
U1 
u2 1! 

(y\ 
yA 
y 2) II 

A B 0 0 ... 0 \ 

0 0 10. . . 0 \ 
0 0 0 1 .... 

0 

0 

'ÿpJ 
0 0 0 0 . . .1 

V 0 0 0 0 ... 0 / 

(0) C2 D2 
0 0 . . . 0 \ 

0 I 0 0 . . . 0 
u 
• s = 0 0 I 0 . . . 0 • • ? 

L 
0 

O
 H

 

'0 0 0 0 . . . il 
Notice that A is (n+pr)X (n+pr), B is (n+pr)x r and 

C is (m+pr)x (n+pr). Basically, they are matrix representa¬ 

tions associated with the following extended spaces. 

Xe **JC ® 1^1 ® 1X2® • • • ®Hp 

= ® 1^2® • • • ®lAp 
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With all these, we can show that the following is 

true for any integer p. 

Lemma 3.2.1 

For the augmented system as described hy 

x = lx + Ev 

y - Ox 

the state feedback 

v = FQX + F-JU-J + F2U2 + ... + Fpup “ Fx 

can be implemented by the compensator of order r«p 

p m P m 
21 A.uu; + 2: B,ÿu; = 0 
i=0 1 i=0 1 

if and only if 

ker 

C \ 
nl \ Cl 
Cl* 

cip/ 
C ker(F0>F1t ... ,F )«ker Ï 

(3.2-4) 

Proof 

From the original system x=Ax+Bu, it can be shown that 

x^ » AXx + Z Ai‘^Bu^“1^ for i-1,2, ... 
3-1 

Therefore, 

y^ » CgX^ + D2u^ 

» C2(A
Xx + Z. Al_,^Bu^~1 ^ ) + DgU^1^ 

With this expression for 

for i=1,2, ... 

the compensator has 

the form : 
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X A.u^ + X B.0o(Aix + X + 
i=0 1 i=1 1 ^ .1=1 

P (-n 
BnC0x + XB.D^u''

1' » 0 
02 i«0 1 2 

Or, what is equivalent, 

i=0 i=1 

P i 
21 X 
i=1 3=1 

which, by using the relation 

P i 
^2A x + ■DQ^2J (A± + B^D^u^ + X B..C0A"x + BAG0X + 

BiC2Al”'iBu^”1^ “ 0 

Pi P P P P 
X x fii = X X f±1 = X X fu 
i=1 j=1 10 3=1 i=3 3 i=1 3=i 31 

can be further written as 

P 
x + 

P / . \ JJ 
X (A, + B,DQ)U

U; + BnC0x + X B.C^A1 

iSO 1 1 d u 2 i=1 1 2 

D”i-R,, (i”1 ) P P 
X X B.C9A

J A
BU' 

i=1 3=i 3 ^ 
= 0 

f i) * 
By noting that uv '= u^+.j = u^, the above relation becomes 

(Ap+ BpD2)u‘P) H- A,., ♦ ♦ Z BJOJAI-^ U, + 

BnC,x + Z. B, C0A
1x - 0 ° 2 ^12 

To comply with the state feedback, i.e. 

“ up “ V + Vi + ••• + VP 
V 
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the last two expressions should be set equal to each other 

term by term, and we then have 

B0°2 + 21 i=1 
BiC2A 0 

Ap + BpD2 - 1 

+ B_. .Do + X B •C9A^
-1B = P. , for i«1,2,...,p 

j-i 3 * 1 i-1 i-1 2 

Or equivalently, 

A + BD0 = I p p 2 

(Bp»B-|# ••• »®p) 

/ Or 
C2A \ 
OIAP-1 

\G2A
P
 / 

0 

... »B ) 

C2B 

C2AB 

C2A
p“iBj 

+ = Bi* 

for i»1,2, ... ,p 

The second and the third equations can be put together to 

form the following expression: 

(Bo*B1 * * * *,Bp,A0,A1* * * *,An-1 ) 

Dr 0 0 . 

C2A C2B D2 0 . 

C2A
2
 C2AB C2B . 

C’A
P
 C21

P
“
1
 B* 

0 
0 
0 

I 
0 

0 
I 0 

0 0 10 

V 0 0 

- (F0,F1,F2, ... ,P ) 

0 \ 

0 

B2 
C * 

I / 

(3.2-5) 

CM O
 O

 O
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The first relation can be satisfied by properly choosing 

once Bp is determined from the above equation. 

On the other hand, note that: 

with 

0 = 

we have, 

01 = 

ox2= 

GlP= 

c2 D2 

0 I 

0 0 

0 ... 0\ 
0 ... 0 

I ... 0 and 1 * 

ABO 
OOI 

0 0 0 

0 

0 

I 

w 9 99999 

• t • • « • ♦ 

lo 0 0 ... I/ 

C2A C2B D2 

• • 
r : 
\ n n 

m • • • 

0 0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

0 

0 

0 

I 

u 
* • 

• • 
0 0 

C2A^ C2AB C2B D2 

0 OOI 

0 0 0 0 

l; 
0 

CoA* CoA 

0 

0 

0 

b 
°A 

II 
0 0 0 

2-
P
"
1
B C2A

p‘2 

0 0 

0 

0 
• 

I 
0 

0 

B 

0 0 

V 

C2B\ 

0 

0 
0 

0 / 0 0 0 

Now via certain basic row operations on the matrix, 

0 

01 

v 

0 

0 

0 

• 

1 
0 

\ 

cXp 
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or equivalently by premultiplying the last matrix with some 

matrix, say M, there is no difficulty in producing the 

following relation: 

M * 

f5 \ SI \ 

VSIP' 

°2 D2 
C2A C2B 

C2A
P c2A

p”1 

0 I 

0 ... 0 

• • • • 
it 

C2B 
0 ... 0 

(3.2-6) 

0 0 0 ... I 

Inserting (3.2-6) into (3.2-5)» it follows that 

/5 \ Cl \ 
(BQ»BI»... ,Bp,A0,...>Ap—1)M • I = <P0,Pi» ... fPp)* 

SIP' 

Then by use of Lemma 1.7. an equivalent condition for 

(BQ,B1, ... JB^JAQJA^ ... »Ap-1) to exist is that: 

C \ (C \ 
cl 1 Cl 

ker(P ,P ,...,? ) 3) ker(M* 
• 

vsipj 
) ker 

• 

\ cip 

Q.E.D. 

The compensator as specified by 

X A.u(l) + £ B.y(i) = 0 (3.2-3) 
i=0 1 i=0 1 

can be realized in most cases. However, it may happen that 

the compensator could degenerate into an unrealizable situ¬ 

ation. To see this, take Laplace transform, with zero 

initial conditions, of the compensator equation to get: 
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p p 
(Z s^JüCs) + sXB.)Y(s) » 0 
i=0 1 i=ü 1 

Hence we have 

U(s) - - (J s\)~\z siB.)ï(s) 
i«0 1 i=û x 

adj( Z sxA.) (X s^JKs) 
1=0 1 i=0 1 

~ ~ P 

det( X sxA.) 
i=0 1 

» H&fcHw 
= H(s)* Y(s) (3.2-7) 

where N(s) is a matrix of polynomials in s and D(s) is a 

polynomial in s. 

Note that all the entries of N(s) and D(s) are of 

degrees no larger than p-r. Hence H(s), the transfer- 

function matrix, is composed of rational function in s. 

Except for possible pole-zero cancellations, each entry of 

H(s) has D(s) as its denominator. 

The realizability of H(s) has been discussed, for 

example, in C.T. Chen's " Introduction to Linear System ", 

chapter 4. If it turns out that the numerator has higher 

degree than denominator for one or more entries of H(s), 

then the compensator would not be realizable by (3.2-3). 

The coefficient of the leading term in D(s), i.e. 

sr’P, is known to be det(Ap). if there exists at least an 

entry of N(s) which is of degree p r and if det(A )=0, then 
Jr 
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we come up with a nonrealizable H(s) (11] . 

In the process of design, occasions such as this do 

exist and hence other techniques should he examined. 

Consider then the following version of compensator. 

For i = 1,2, ... ,p let A.= B.G+A. and B.=B. for 9 9r l l i i l 

some particular constant G. The system characterized by 
P v / J \ P Y f •? \ 
X A,UU; + X B.y* '1' » 0 (3.2-8) 
i=0 1 i=0 1 

with negative feedback G would be a realization of (3.2-3), 

and thus possesses the same transfer function as H(s) in 
. . V V 

(3.2-7). The realizability can be seen by inserting A, B 

and y1=y-Gu into (3.2-8). 

Part of u is deliberately fed back to the input of 

the compensator and this arrangement has the advantage that 

constant G can be chosen suitably to avoid the situation 

leading to unrealizability in the sub-compensator (3.2-8). 

Going back to our general linear system, this sort 

of consideration is the same as to make a forward feed G 

before entering into the compensator (3.2-8). Shown below 

is a diagram illustrating the usage of (3.2-8) to implement 

the compensator (3.2-3). 
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It may be noticed that if G is to be assigned the 

value of Dg» then the signal entering the subsystem (3.2-8) 

will be as simple as y' = C2X (see Fig. above ). As is most 

of the case, A^ can be taken to be a rxr identity matrix 

and this generally insures the existence of a realizable 

compensator (since det(A^)=1, so D(s) is of degree p*r). 

Returning to the lemma just stated, we clearly know 

that, by imposing the constraint 

d ker F ker (3.2-4) 

ClP 

compensation using output feedback to achieve constrained 

feedback has been shown to be possible. However, there is 

one more thing to be resolved which is the role played by 

the integer p or the order of the compensator, let 

C -c \ 
Cl 

Ri - Ri - Bl¬ 

and ïli = ker \ » YU = ker Ri 

Then with the next definition, 

Def. 3.2.1 I 

CA 

CA 

inf^i = Yli+1j 
we have two important conclusions: 

Lemma 3.2.2 ru- rii . 1- 0.1,2. 

Proof First note that 
. i+1 
YL = ker R. = 0 

1 1
 3 = 1 

ker CA 3-1 

i+1 
YL = ker = n ker ÜS3 1 1 .1=1 

-1 

(3.2-9a) 

(3.2-9b) 
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Let x then it follows that 

CÂ^x = 0 for 3 = 0,1,2, ... ,i (5.2-10) 

when j=0, (3.2-10) means C2XQ + -D2X1 = ^ an<i 

x-j =X2= ... = x^= 0. Thus we have 

CgXQ® 0 , x^=X2= ... =x^= 0 

Using Xj =xz = ... =x.= 0, (3.2-10) reduces to 

CgA^XQ = 0 for j=1,2, ... , i 

Consequently, we obtain 

I X0\ 
0 
0 

'6 

i+1 
where xn i f) ker CA 3-1 

3=1 
; 

and so 7f\i C Yij_ 

i+1 
Conversely, let x z fli = fl ker 

.i=1 
CA 3-1 Then by 

similar arguments, 

Xi 

S\ i+1 
0 i Tl± = 0 ker CS^“1 

3=1 

and thus Yl^ • Q.E.D, 

Lemma 3.2.3 I< n 

Proof With Lemma 3.2.2 , I = inf ^i | 71^= • 

Since A is nxn, A*^, j^-n, can be expressed as 

linear combination of (A^ i=0,1,2, ... ,n-ll according 
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to Cayley-Hamilton Theorem. Then every CA**, 3 2n, is 

linearly dependent of | CA*j i=0,1,2, ... ,n-lj . It 

then follows that is row equivalent to RQ_-| » and so 

= TTn-1 for a11 «j-n Q.E.D. 

Remark : Since Yli=Tli ^or i=0»1, ••• » it is obviously true 

that 71^, i=0,1, ... , and I are independent of p. 

Using (5.2-9b) and Lemma 3.2.3» we easily have 

Tlo ^ ^3... ••• -?ïa- 
= Tln+pr-1 “ *•* (3.2-11) 

Note that Tln+pr„i i® "the unobservability subspace of the 

augmented system and is I-invariant. By virtue of Lemma 3.2.2, 
    n+1 J -1 
Ti“ Tln+pr-1 “ .^ker » which is the unobservability 

subspace of the original system. 

In the following, we choose p^I. In this case, 

(3.2-4) becomes 

J\ C ker F (3.2-12) 

The problem of attempting to use output feedback with 

smaller p will not be considered to avoid the complication 

and difficulties involved. 

In this thesis, compensation using output feedback 

is assumed to be the sole implementation of state feedback. 

As it has been shown, the constraint set by the availability 

of output measurement is absorbed into the condition (3.2-12), 

which is thereafter to be included in the formulation of re¬ 

gulator problem. Nevertheless, the bars superimposed on the 
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mappings S,B,Ü will be omitted for simplicity, with the 

understanding that the system is the augmented system. 

Now we are ready to state 

Problem 3.2 

Given maps A:Tr»X. B:UXX> C1:XX£» 

and a subspace Xl C X -^TLCY]» 

to find such that 

(1) ker P Z) 71 

(2) (A+BP) C ker(C.j+I^ P) 

When D^=0, Problem 3.2 is equivalent to the Res¬ 

tricted Regulator Problem which W.M. Wonham defined and 

treated in (.4] . Since the concern of this thesis is with 

the more general and hence more important case, Problem 3.2 

will not be solved at this time. However, the process W.M. 

Wonham used in (4] could be suitably rearranged to yield a 

solution. 

In the following chapter, internal stability is to 

be included in Problem 3.2 to form the resultant general 

regulator problem. 
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Chapter 4 General Regulator Problem 

4.1 Statement of the General Problem 

As has been motivated by the example in Chapter 2, 

it is desirable, and often necessary, to keep the closed- 

loop system stable wherever it is possible to do so. A 

standard criterion for design is to stabilize all the con¬ 

trollable, observable modes, and this is the additional 

requirement to be imposed in this chapter to complete the 

general regulator problem. 

Indeed, the controllability subspace contains 

all the states which are subject to the influence of input 

u. Furthermore, it is the output y, instead of the state x, 

that is available to implement u=Fx. Therefore, there exists 

specifies the state space of the observable system. Then the 

that all the unstable modes of A which are both controllable 

and observable be stabilized by P. In other words, after 

state feedback has been effected, every observable, unstable 

mode of A+BF should be uncontrollable. That is, 

where the first term corresponds to the observable, unsta¬ 

ble subspace of A+BF. (4.1-1) can be shown to be equivalent 

i=1 
unobservable (13j . 

Ait « • ^ 

a subspace Y1 = ^ ker C2a1” such that any x i 71 is 

controllable observable subspace is ^ * H . We require 
71 

(4.1-D 

to 
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This is shown as follows. 

Consider the canonical projection: 

and rewrite (4.1-1) as 

p(X+(A+BF) + H) ^ p( {A|$} + H) 

P: x -* x/n 

= 0 (4.1-3) 

Now notice that 

< x+(A+B^)+n) 0 n+t {Aijg} *ro 
=.((X+U+BD+TI)+( {AIH} +Yù)(\TI 

■ n 
So, by means of lemma 1.1 and the fact that ker P = 

Yl, (4.1-3) implies that 

P (( x+(A+Bp)+Tl) n( {A\%} +n)} =0 
Or, we have ( X+(A+BP)+T[) 0( {A|]^ + 7]) c H and then 

(4.1-2) follows. 

This new condition is incorporated into the general 

regulator problem as follows. 

Problem 4.1 

Given the maps A:^X * °1 :X^2*D1: 

and a subspace rux «as» A rien 
to find P: JC such that 

(1) ker P D T| (4.1-4a) 

(2) XWM [Al|l] +71) (4.1 —4b) 

(3) Cker(Ci+DiP) (4.1-4c) 

4.2 Solution with Tl= 0 

When D.,=0, Problem 4.1 reduces to the Regulator 

Problem with Internal Stability (RPIS), which was formulated 
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and solved by W.M. Wonhara and J.B. Pearson in £5]. The 

existence of the D^F term in addition to C^ necessitates the 

consideration of the extended subspace £ as discussed in 

Chapter 2 to take care of (4.1-4c). The V in Def.2.3.1 

turns out to be the counterpart of V*=jV| l/cker C>| and Al/ 

which appears in (2} , (3} , (4j and (5]. 

With 1/s V* replaced by 1/ 1 V, it is not diffi¬ 

cult to see that results parallel to those of the RPIS can 

be worked out, possibly with certain minor alterations. In 

the following, those results corresponding to Theorem 3 

and 4 in are listed. The proofs, however, are only 

sketched to avoid tedious repetition. 

In this section, we assume the system to be obser¬ 

vable, i.e. Y\- °» 311(1 consider the following Problem 4.2. 

Though simpler than the general one, the solution of this 

new problem can and will be extended to solve the general 

problem. 

With T]_ = 0, Problem 4.1 reduces to 

Problem 4.2 

Given the maps A:X~KX,»B:I'('>X»C1 :X'*-£»-D1: 

to find FiJC^^X such that 

(1) X+(A+BB) A iA\1$ * 0 (4.2-1a) 

(2) JÇ+(A+BF) cker(C1+D1F) (4.2-1b) 

We observe that the condition (4.2-1b) is the same 

as that of Problem 2.2; only (4.2-1 a) is new. Condition 

(4.2-1 a) means that F stabilizes all the unstable modes 
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which are controllable. 

Lemma 4.2.1, that follows, provides a necessary and 

sufficient condition, which can be further exploited to 

yield a more useful result. The proof follows almost along 

the same lines as that of Proposition 2.3.1, with one extra 

condition introduced to satisfy (4.2-1a). 

Lemma 4.2.1 Problem 4.2 is solvable if and only if there 

exists a subspace 1/ £ f 
such that 

(1) V n - 0 (4.2-2a) 

(2) X+(A) C \k\t} + V (4.2-2b) 

Proof (necessity) 

Obviously, by letting l/=X+(A+BP), (4.2-2a) holds 

directly, and (4.2-2b) follows by virtue of Lemma 1.6. 

(sufficiency) 

Just as in the proof of Proposition 2.3.1, F*.j^( 17) 

corresponding to some V exists such that 

J£+(A+BF)C1/ C ker(C1+L1F) 

Intersecting both sides of the first pair with 

{Als} , we obtain 

X
+
(A+BF) O 1/ r\ {A\$ = o 

and the proof is complete. Q.E.P. 

Remark : ( 1 ) Again the maximal subspace 1/ in V can be used 

to faciliate the determination of an element of 
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(2) The 1/ in condition (4.2-2a) and (4.2-2b) can be 

replaced by 'j/ without affecting the validity of 

this lemma. 

With respect to 1/ , the largest controllability 

subspace 7^* is, for I* £ V*), 
-f£ - {A+BF I V* n {B} } (4.2-3) 

which is independent of F £6] . The following then can be 

shown to be true: (1) C V* (2) c and (3) V* 

n 

We now conclude with another set of conditions, 

which is constructive in the sense that F £ jT(V*) can be 

constructed according to lemma 2.3.1. Additionally, 1/ 

and may be computed from lemma 2.3.3 and the above 

(4.2-3) respectively. Decomposability can be verified by a 

transformation of basis and rank checks (5] . 

Proposition 4.2.1 

Problem 4.2 is solvable if and only if there 

exists a such that 

O) X+(A> c {A|# + v* 
(2) with F £ yt V*), the suhspace 

T+U+BF) n V*n fAl-gy . 7f* 
-Q* decomposes 

the suhspace X*(A+BF) Q V* ♦ 
n. 

relative to the map A+BP induced by A+BP in 

V* 
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Proof 

Exactly the same proof of Theorem 3 in £5j applies, 

except that 1/ , Ji and P are constructed according to 

Lemma 2.3.3» (4.2-3) and Lemma 2.3.1, respectively. 

Q.E.D. 

4.3 Solution to the general problem 

Based on the solvability of Problem 4.2, this section 

attempts to examine the general regulator problem (Problem 

4.1). A set of conditions similar to those of Theorem 1 in 

£5) is prepared before the final solution is reached. 

Lemma 4.3.1 

Problem 4.1 is solvable if and only if there exists a 

sub space 1/ i D, such that 

O) _X+W n Tl ♦ A( VATO CV (4.3-1a) 
(2) Vn({Atf$ ♦n)cn (4.3-1b) 

(3) X+W C + V (4.3-1o) 

Proof 

The proof is identical to that of Theorem 1 in £5) , 

except that \Jf is contained in $ as stated. 

Q.E.D. 

Suppose Problem 4.1 is solvable with F. From (4.3-1 a) 

we know that X+(A)rtYÏC V* Since V l D- is such that 

(C^+D^FjVs 0 for F t J^( l/), we have X+(A)^ŸlC ker(C1+D1 F). 

Further, ^(AjflTl C ~Y\C ker F holds for all F t Jjf(V), 

and so follows 

JC+(A) fl TiC ker 01 (4.3-2) 
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Note that (A+BP)|y^ = A|7X • By Lemma 1.8. it is 

known that 

JX+(A)/lTl - X*(A+BP) 0 Tl 5 Tlp (4.3-3) 

which is (A+BP)-invariant. Consider then the canonical pro¬ 

jection P: X~* X =X/Tlp and designate by bar the map induced 

in %. 
As ker P Z> T\3>T^, = ker P, there exists a unique 

î*s-> XX* by Lemma 1.7. such that PP = P and then 

P ker P = | Px | Px=0 j- 

= | Px| PPx=Oj 

- {y I By=0 J 
= ker P 

By hypothesis, (4.1-4c) holds, and so 

ker(C1+D1P) D X+(A+BÏ<) ^ Tlp « ker P 

Hence G exists such that GP = C^+D<jP = C>|+L^PP . Then by 

letting C1 = S - D-,P , we obtain 

& * S1 + 

and so 

C1 + D^P = 5P = (C^D^JP 

Pinally, 

P ker(C1+D1P) = ker^+D.,?) (4.3-4) 

I is induced by A in X 3:11(1 define B: 1X~*JC by 
E=PB. It may as well be noticed that 

X
+
(A) n fl =o 

and so 

fi C 5C‘(5) (4.3-5) 
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Then corresponding to lemma 1 with (42), (4-3) and (44) 

in (5), we come to the following lemma: 

Lemma 4«3.2 

Problem 4.1 is solvable if and only if there exists 

5: X-^li such that 

(1) ker P D (4.3-6a) 

(2) X+<Î+BÎ> fl ( fÂ|f} + fi) C. fi (4.3-6t) 

(3) %*&+Eï) C kerCC-j+D^) (4.3-6o) 

under the assumption 

3£+(A) OTIC ker 01 (4.3-2) 

Proof 

The condition that entails detailed description 

is (4.3-6c); others are identical with the above-cited 

Lemma 1 of (5). 

(necessity) 

We already showed this by (4.3-4). 

(sufficiency) 

By defining C1 = (^P , F = FP , we have 

(C^D-jF) = ^P + L-jfP = (S-j+D^P 

and thus 

P ker(C1+B1P) » ker(C1+D1?) 

By assumption (4.3-6c) is true, and so 

P^C+(A+BP)c P ker(C1+D1P) 

Then it follows that 

JC+U+BF)C ker(G1+B1P) + Yl? 

Since îijcn and so PTl-p=0, the assumption of 

(4.3-2) in this lemma leads to 
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np=^
+(A)n^C: kerCC^F) 

With this, the last equation becomes 

^+(A+BF) C ker^+D-jF) Q.E.P. 

The next lemma reveals that we may set Yl = Ô in 

(4.3-6b). 

Lemma 4 «3.3 

Lemma 4.3.2 is true when condition (4«3-6b) is 

replaced by J^+(I+BF) fi |I|ü} * 0 (4.3-6d) 

Proof 

Suppose 1? exists to satisfy (4.3-6b). Then by 

intersecting both sides of (4.3-6b) with ^+(Â+BF), we 

have 

(jï|^] +r))cTtnx+(î+s?) 
(using (4.3-3) ) 

« Ô 

Thus X+(Â+BF) n = 0 

Conversely, note that rewrite 

the left side of (4.3-6b) 

î+(î+BI)n a n X"(^) 

+nnX"a) ) 

= X
+
(£+SF) n {l||} = c 

where the fact that X+(Â+BF)OTl ^ = ^ utilized. 

Q.E.P. 

Further reduction with regard to the conditions in 

Lemma 4.3.2 is possible by employing Lemma 4.3.3 and the 
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next lemma, which has its origin in ^5]. Indeed, condition 

(4.3-3b) is simplified and (4.3-3a) can be shown to be re¬ 

dundant. Bars are temporarily dropped for simplicity. 

Lemma 4.3.4 

Let FQ : \A. be such that 

X+(A+BFq) 0 {A|$ = 0 (4.3-7a) 

X+(A+BF0) C ker(C^+D1FQ) (4.3-7b) 

There exists F>| : JC~* IX, such that 

ker F-, D X”(A) (4.3-8a) 

X+ (A+BF1 ) « X+(A+BFq) (4.3-8b) 

'^’(A+BF^) C ker(C^+D^F^) (4.3-8c) 

Proof 

Basically, this lemma is an outgrowth of Lemma 3 

in (5] . The difference lies in the inclusion of conditions 

(4.3-7b) and (4.3-8c). As is shown, the process proposed 

in C5j to prove the above-cited lemma 3 also possesses 

the property to accomodate these two conditions. 

There were three steps utilized to produce a com¬ 

plete proof. With their details referred to (5), the 

results of these steps are listed below. 

let U“ X+(A+BP0)* 

First, F^ exists such that 

ker F£ D X”(A) 

X+Ug+BPg) - v 

where A^ = A+BFQ and FQ = FQ - FQ 

(4.3-9a) 

(4.3-9b) 
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Secondly, PJJ exists such that 

ker FJj 3 |A|#\ (4.3-10a) 

X+(A£+BFJ) = X+(A£+BFg) =1/ (4.3-10b) 

“ *o|V (4.3-IOc) 

Finally, F!f exists such that 

ker Pîj* D X"U) + $A|£} ' (4.3-11a) 

%+(Ag+BFp = X+(A£+BF.j) - V (4.3-11b) 

F"|U - Fjltf (4.3-11 c) 

Define F^ = Fg + F!| . Then (4.3-8a) follows by (4.2-9a) 

and (4.3-11a), and (4.3-8b) follows by (4.3-11h). 

From (4.3-10c) and (4.3-11c), we have F!J11/ = Fg| V . 

But since Fg=FQ-Fg, it follows that (FQ-Fg)jV = Fîjf1 

and so F0|V » (Fg+FÎ,‘)|l/ = F^V (4.3-12) 

By (4.3-7b), we know that (C<j+D1 FQ)V = 0. Thus 

(0-j+D.jF^ )\/ = 0 by virtue of (4.3-12). Therefore, we 

obtain X+
(A+BF.J) * V C kertC^D^F^) and this verifies 

(4.3-8c). Q.E.D. 

It is now easy to prove our main result. For this 

we revert to the notation introduced at the beginning of 

this section. 

Proposition 4.3.1 

Problem 4.1 is solvable if and only if 

(1) X+(A)OTÏ C ker C1 (4.3-13) 

(2) In the factor space ^/tx^A) ^ , 

4- V» r\ A 4 ^ ^ 4- 4 « 
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there exists F: X—* ^ such that 

X+(S+Bp)n = 0 (4.3-Ha) 

(BP) .   
X(A+Bï)cker(C1+D1P) (4.3-14b) 

Proof (necessity) 

(4.3-13) is exactly from (4.3-2) whose necessity 

was already shown. Conditions (4.3-14a) and (4.3-14b) 

are immediate from Lemma 4.3.2 and Lemma 4.3.3. 

(sufficiency) 

Suppose the reduced problem (RP) defined by 

(4.3-14a) and (4.3-14b) is solvable. Then Lemma 4.3.4 

applied to RP yields a map :X-*U such that 

ker P1 O X’(Â) (4.3-15) 

and satisfies (4.3-6d) and (4.3-6c). By (4.3-15) and 

(4.3-5), it follows that (4.3-6a) is true as well. Then 

Lemma 4.3.3 implies that Problem 4.1 is solvable. 

Q.E.D. 

By Proposition 4.3.1, every general regulator pro¬ 

blem can be solved on the grounds that the reduced problem 

(RP) has a solution. Since the RP is essentially identical 

to Problem 4.2, the solvability conditions for the RP would 

be the same as those provided in Proposition 4.2.1. 

Pirst, P is found to meet (4.3-Ha) and (4.3-Hb) 

of the RP. Then by the procedure used in Lemma 4.3.4, P>| is 

obtained to satisfy (4.3-6a), (4.3-6d) and (4.3-6c). Finally 

we get F=P^P, where P is the canonical projection of X 

onto However, note that the related subspaces V* , 
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■$_* and ^+(I+SI1) must first be obtained to find F. 

We know that these subspaces can be found according 

to certain relevant criteria. Nevertheless, to compute them 

and then to justify the associated conditions turn out to 

be extremely involved, not to mention the later calculations 

of F.j. All these considerations complicate the solution of 

a regulator problem and inevitably lessen the usefulness of 

Proposition 4.3.1. 

As no known simplification exists to reduce the 

conditions significantly, those systems yielding concise 

and simple conditions are worth particular notice. In the 

next chapter, we will show that various degrees of simpli¬ 

fication are possible if some specific assumptions are 

imposed. 
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Chapter 5 Applications 

5.1 Reduction under some special assumptions 

Even though we have derived Proposition 4.3.1 and 

essentially solved the regulator problem with a constructive 

criterion, the computation of V* and, in particular X+(A)» 

is generally difficult and tedious. In any case where it is 

possible to avoid calculating those subspaces directly, it 

is strongly advised to do so. 

It may be noticed that cases exist where the task 

of subspace calculations can be greatly reduced or even 

eliminated. In the present chapter, a certain class of sys¬ 

tems will be discussed. Associated with this class of systems, 

there are some special characteristics which make possible 

the derivation of more compact and systematic algorithms. 

Let us first assume that 

X+(A) n 71 = 0 (5.1-1) 

Then the solution, i.e. Proposition 4.3.1, takes a simpler 

form with bars deleted. 

For easy reference, we list 

Lemma 5.1.1 

Suppose T-(A) n n = 0, then Problem 4.1 is solvable 

if and only if there exists FQî such that 

(D *x+(A+BPo) n {Al£} =0 

(2) (A+BFQ) C kerCC-j+D-j FQ) 

To proceed further, we have to m^ke m0re assumptions. 

Consider the factor space X = /fA||| j • ^ be the 
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map induced by A in X » and assume that cr'(Â) C C + . 

Then the following is true: 

Lemma 5.1.2 

Under the assumptions 

(1) X+ (A) n Tl =0 and 

(2) <7^(1) C C + 

Problem 4.1 is solvable if and only if there exists a 
A 

subspace V £ V such that 

(1) |A|^]- » 0 and 

(2) X= U+ {A\^} 
Proof (necessity) 

Suppose Problem 4.1 is solvable with PQ, then with 

assumption (1), Lemma 5.1.1 applies. And then by setting 

X+(A+BP0) = \J , we have, from Lemma 4.2.1, V such 

that 

(1) Un {A|=0 and 

(2) X+(A) C {A|$ +1/ (5.2-2) 

It remains to show that X = ^A|'J^ + \f. Consider 

the canonical projection X/^Al^j- , project both 

sides of (5.2-2) into X » and denote by bar the corres¬ 

ponding map induced in X♦ Py doing so, we obtain 

PX+(A)C P fA|^} + PU or X+(S)cPU 

where use is made of Lemma 1.5. 

Prom assumption (2), we immediately have 

and hence X+(1) = X* "tile whole factor space. Therefore, 

PX=X C P U, or equivalently X C 1/+ ker P = V + |A|JjJ-. 

Since \) + |A||^cX holds in general, condition (2) 
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follows directly. 

(sufficiency) 

To start with, consider ^£+(A) C Xs T/+ • 

This along with l/njAl^ = 0 and ll/C 1/+ can 

easily be shown to ensure the existence of F satisfying 

Problem 4.2. The process parallels that in the sufficiency 

proof of lemma 4.2.1 and is omitted here. 
Q.E.D. 

5.2 Disturbances in step or exponential waveforms 

As an application, let us consider the system conta¬ 

minated by disturbances, which is specified by 

and 

xp * Vp+Vd+B1u 

*d = A3xd 

z= (C^x +C12xd) + D^u 

(5.2-1a) 

(5.2-1b) 

(5.2-1c) 

where x^ denotes the state of the plant, i.e. the 

ideal disturbance-free system; 

x^ denotes the disturbance; and 

u denotes the control input. 

We first assume <^(A^) C C + . To make it simpler 

to solve this disturbance model, let's make one more assump¬ 

tion, i.e. (A^B-j) is controllable. In other words, we are 

considering a controllable plant perturbed by disturbances 

of unstable nature. 

Regarding ( x^) as state vector, (5.2-1a), (5.2-1b) 

and (5.2-1c) can be described in the form of (2.1-1) and 



(2.1-2), with 

°12> 
A = (o1 Ifl • B= (o1) “d °1=(°11 

Then ^ | is of full dimension and so 

A | {Al | ^11 = A.j . Since 1=A^, it follows <7~(S)= CKA^) . 

Using the above two constraints and (5.1-1)» lemma 

5.1.2 can be restated as: 

lemma 5.2.1 

Under the assumptions 

(D X+U) n Tl - o 
(2) (A^B^) is controllable 

(3) 0~(A5) C (£ + 

Problem 4.1 is solvable if and only if there exists 

1/ t V such that 

(1) 1/ A ^A||jJ « 0 ; and 

(2) DC - Mil + V 
To reach the final result, another lemma is necessary 

Lemma 5.2.2 

If <KI) C G+ and X - {A| « V with 

U £ ïi then \J = J£ + (A+BF) for some F i $( • 

Proof 

Consider first PQ l $(V) and the canonical pro¬ 

jection • Note that by letting £~^=A+ 
A/V 

BP0 
we have 
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or 

Hence 

Hence by Lemma 1.4» there exists such that 

X (A|f +BP-,) = 0 

PXCA+BHQ+B^P) = o 

X+(A+B(P0+P1P)) C V 
Let F=FQ+F.JP, it follows that 

X*(A+BF) C V (5.2-3a) 

Next, recall that (A.) £ 3C+(A+BF)+ |A||^- 

for any F by Lemma 1.6. Temporarily, let X+(A+BF) 

and then we have 

^(A)C U + |A|^|. (5.2-3b) 

Consider the canonical projection: 

Qî X—= X/ {A|^ 
and by projecting both sides of (5.2-3b), we easily have 

X+a) c QU = U. 
As hypothesized, (T'CÂ) C C + , and hence X+(A) = X* 

Finally, we get X C \X 311(1 hence JXX M+ {A\$ » or 

equivalently X C X+ (A+BF) + |A|^| 

However, X+(A+BI’) + in general. There¬ 

fore JC~ jC^{A+B¥)+ |A|^ . However, since (5.2-3a) 

implies X+ (A+BF) f) |Aj“f£j = 0, we have 

X = X+(A+B]?) ® {A|^} 
which, when combined with the assumed condition y - 1/ « 

gives us the following relation: 

^|js} • x+(A+BP) = * v 
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This very condition and (5.2-3a) finally yield 

V ■ x+(A+BF) 
Q.E.D. 

Now let us go back to the disturbance model, which 

can best be written as 

/ A 

0 &)-(!’sna •(?)■ <—•> 
2 

- <C11 °12> (3 + (5.2-4b) 

By assuming that ^(A^) c C+ and (A^B^) is 

controllable, we wish to find a u = (1'1 Fg) (X
B) driving 

z to zero ultimately. Before presenting the final result, 

we still need the following 

lemma 5.2.3 

Assume that (A^,B^) is controllable, then 

£A|“J$} n X*(A+BF)= 0 lf ^ only lf H^+B^^ CC 

Proof 

Since {A||} » ^A+BF|^ , |A||[| A X
+
(
a+bi') * o 

is equivalent to ^A+BPj^j H 3C+(A+BF) ~ 0» 

Moreover, ^A+BF|^| - jA+BF| X+(A+BF) ® 

jA+BP|^] n x’(A+SF) » ^A+Bp|^j-n x~(A+BF)* Thus we 

have, 
^A+BF|^} c JC’"(A+BF) 

which means that <r'(A+BF| jA+BFj ) is stable. 

As (A^B^) is controllable, (A+BP)| ^A+BP|'j^ = A^ 

B^jP^. Consequently, <r'(A1+B1F1 ) C <&“ , as asserted. 

The reverse can be shown by tracing back the above 

process. Q.E.D. 
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Then we are ready to present the following important 

result. 

Proposition 5.2.1 

Assume that 

(1) X+(A)n?l = 0 

(2) (A^B-j) is controllable and <^(A^) C <C+ 

(3) A^ has a full set of linearly independent eigen 

vectors 

Then Problem 4.1. with system specified by (5.2-4a) 

and (5.2-413). is solvable if and only if 

M
 1 

B
I’ 

1 M
 

B1 A2 > 

rank * rank 1 on 

O
 

ro
 

 

for all A £ ^(A^). (5.2-5) 

Proof (necessity) 

Suppose Problem 4.1 is solvable, then by Lemma 

5.2.1 there exists Xf £ V such that JQ = V « * 

Then by Lemma 5.2.2, \J - ^ (A+BP) for some P £ j£( If). 

Recall that Xf has the properties: 

(a) (A+BP)l/ CV and 

(b) <H(A+BF)|V ) C C + 

To respect (b), (A+BP)w. = Aw., a. £ C + , for some eigen¬ 

vector w. i If and A i ^((A+BP)I XT ). 

/ "^*i\ 
Let w^ = J and then we have 

/VB1P1 VB1P2\ / ri\ /*il 
(A+EF)“i= l 0 A, ) ■ ( vj - MvJ 
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Hence 

r A1
+B

1
î'i" 

\ 0 

AI1 A2+B>J ?2 

A3~ X3 vi 

0 

Notice that (A^- 0 is always true so long 

as v^ is the eigenvector for A^ and A is its eigenvalue. 

let us assume this and observe that l/cker(C1+ 

D^P) necessitates that 

(On^P, 012+BIP2)-(^) = 0 

Also, 

j A1+B1P1- A
1! \ /ri\ 0 

l C.-+D.P, C,0+I).P0/ IvJ 

or 

A1+B1P1- AI^ 

C11+:D1F1 / 

* r. 

A2+B1F2 \ 

°1 2+:D1 F2* 
("Yi) 

(5.2-6) 

By assumption, we have n^ linearly independent 

eigenvectors, i.e. v^Vp, ... »vn^* associated with Aj. 

Then for equation (5.2-6) to hold, the following rank 

condition should be satisfied, i.e. 

I A1+B1P1- Al-A / A.+B^P.-^L Ap+BPp \ 
rank 111 1 \ » rank 

l 011+D1P1 } l C12^I2I 

for all eigenvalues À . 

Note that the above equality relation remains unchanged 

i*i\ 
if \D-jj is juxtaposed to the right of both matrices, 

namely, 
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/A1+B1P1-^I1 BA /A1-B1F1-AI1 Ag+B^g 3^ rank l C11+D1P1 1)J " rank ‘ C11+B1F1 °12+D1F2 D1 

for all eigenvalues A. 

And finally, 

I A-,- Al-| ®1 \ /A 1 — A^-j 
rank ( 0l1 D, / - rank { Cl1 

for all eigenvalues A . 

A2 B1 \ 
C12 V 

(sufficiency) 

First choose such that ^(A^B^F^) C C’ 
(cf. Lemma 5.2.3). From the rank condition, the following 

system has nontrivial solutions for yn»y2i» i=1f2,...,n^ 

^A1+B1F1“ )y*li + B1^2i = ^“A2^i 

(Ci1+BiPi)yu . Vzi = (-C12)l 

where (M)^ denotes the i-th column of M. 

Let Y1-(y11,y12,...,y1 ), and Y2=(y21,y22,...,y2n )• 
3 3 

Then 
(A-j+B^-AI1)Y1 + 3^£2 = -Ag (5.2-7a) 

(C11+D1F1)Y1 + D^g = -C12 (5.2-7b) 

Consider the sequence v 

independent eigenvectors for A 

thized. 

» ... » n. as linearly 

^ whose existence is hypo- 

Multiplying both sides of equations (5.2-7a) and 

(5.2-7b) by v^ and letting *\jL“Y
1
vi and I*2=Y2, we find 

(A1+B1 F,|- Al-j + (Ag+BiF2)vi « 0 (5.2-8a) 

(C11+D1P1)ri + (G12
+I>1F2)vi = 0 (5.2-8b) 
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let IT be the subspace spanned by 

and observe that 

i—1 , 2, *. •,n^ 

(A5-XI2)vi = 0 for A, £ <r(A5) (5.2-9) 

Then equations (5.2-8a) and (5.2-9) lead us to 

, A^+B^F^ 

A, 
I ri] / A1+JV'l VB1*2\ /r 1\ lri\ 

^irj ' ( 0 A, )'(,,) - HvJ 

for i=1,2, ... ,n^ 

It may be noted here that, if is (A+BP)-invariant. 
Prom equation (5.2-8b), \f c ker(C1+D^P). Hence 

by lemma 2.3.1, If i V. Furthermore, anti 

V » { I2\ for some W. Ig results from the fact v1,v 

...,v are linearly independent. It follows that 
n3 

V H fA|^j = 0 and X * 'Lf « • 

By lemma 5.2.1, Problem 4.1 is then solvable. 

Q.E.D. 

Remark:(1) Apparently the process of sufficiency proof is 

constructive. F,j and P2 can be directly evaluated 

to solve the problem and the subspace can simul¬ 

taneously be generated with ease. 

(2) As long as the assumptions hold, the solvability 

of the regulator problem is equivalent to the 

validity of equation (5.2-5). This greatly reli¬ 

eves the burden of calculating subspaces. 
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Corollary 1 

Assume (1) ^Q+(A) A Y\. = 0 

(2) (A^B^) is controllable and (T'iA.^) c C + 

and (3) A^ has distinct eigenvalues. 

Then Problem 4.1 is solvable, if and only if the rank 

condition (5.2-3) holds. 

Proof 

Assumption (3) ensures that A^ has n^ linearly 

independent eigenvectors and then Proposition 3.2,1 

applies. 

Q.E.D. 

With the aid of next lemma, 

be obtained. 

Lemma 5.2.3 

Por 

where 

another corollary can 

(5.2-10) 

is h^X h^ and 

h,,+h2+ ... +hH = n^, the following are true: 

( 1 ) The characteristic equation for A^ i^s 

(à-âPNA-A2)
h2 ... (A-AH)hH = 0 

(2) Corresponding to each A^» there are h^ linearly 

independent eigenvectors. 
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(3) A^ has linearly independent eigenvectors, 

Proof / D> 

Since A^- A1= 

1 0 
D2 

0 \ 
, where D^diagonalC A-f 

H 

A» \±- A» ... , Ai“ A) is h±x hif we have 

det(A^- Al)=^et(D1)det(D2)...det(DH) 

= ( A.,- A)hl( A2- \)
h2 ... (AH”A) 

h. H 

So we have ( 1 ). 

Note that 

/ A31" ^i1! 

A*- ~ 

\ 

0 

0 

A3,i-1" ¥i-1 

0 
A3,i+1" ^iXi+1 

A3H" ^i*H 

Hence ker(Aj- corresponding to h.^ linearly 

Since for i^j 

l°\ 
°\ : \ • • 

I. and 
• 
0 

o1 • 
: • 
o ' ,6 / 

are o bviously 
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linearly independent, eigenvectors obtained from different 

are linearly independent from each other, which is 

true even if some /Vi's are equal. Therefore, A^ has h^+ 

b-2+... +hjj=n^ linearly independent eigenvectors. 

Q.E.D. 

Using this lemma, we obtain another corollary of 

Proposition 5.2.1. 

Corollary 2 

Assume (1) A^ has the form (5.2-10), with 

i-1,2, ... ,H 

(2) ^+(A) H 71 - 0 and 

(3) (A^,B^) is controllable. 

Then Problem 4.1 is solvable if and only if the rank 

condition (5.2-5) holds. 

Finally we still have a trivial case. 

Corollary 5 

Assume O) X+<A> n n - 0 
(2) (A^,B^) is controllable; and 

(3) A3=0 

Then Problem 4.1 is solvable if and only if the rank 

condition (5.2-5) holds. 

Proof 

A^=0 has n^ linearly independent eigenvectors and 

has 0 as its eigenvalues. 

Q.E.D. 
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in the form of (5*2-10) implies disturbances made 

up of step ( A.^=0) and/or exponential ( ^>0) waveforms. 

Let y=C^ >|Xp+C^ 2X
^+D^U be that can be measured and also what 

is to be regulated. By Lemma 2,3.1. imposition of the con¬ 

straint ker F 3) 7} makes possible state feedback by means of 

a compensator. In other words, we may consider the augmented 

system: 

x„ = A^x^+AoX^+B^u^ p 1 p 2 d 1 1 
« 

U1 = U2 

Up = V 

xd = A3xd 

or 

v is the fictious input, and p=I (see Def.3.: 2.1: 

f A.j B1 0 • • • 0 A2 Xp] 0 V 

ui 0 0 I • • • 0 U1 0 

u2 
• « • • • • • • • • • • • 

• 
• • • • u2 • + • 

• • • • « • • • • • ♦ • • • 

*p 
0 0 0 • • • 0 UP 

I 

> xd. k0 0 0 • • # 0 A3 Xd< 0 ' 

Regarding 

/Xp\ 
U1 .1, as new plant variable, the above 

equation and y can be rewritten as: 
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xp\ 

A 
A1 

A 
Ag ^ 

U) 

II 

i° 1 A3 J 
• 

L 

and y = (C1 °i2) 

xn 

x. 

X-, 
A 
B< 

0 

, where Xp « 

xp 
u„ 

' v 

2. 

A 

0 
1 

0 

B1 
0 

0 0 

I 0 

0 0 

0 

A 
, A2 

2\ 
0 

o / 

Aj=(A^)y 
A 

V 

0 

♦ 
0 

1 

and C1=(C11,D^,0, ... ,0) 

If (A^,B^) is controllable, then it can readily be 

shown that is controllable. Suppose in addition A^ 

has a complete set of linearly independent eigenvectors, then 

regulation of output y can be solved according to Proposi¬ 

tion 5.2.1. 

Particularly, we will confine in the following 

example to the case A^-0, which corresponds to step dis¬ 

turbances. 

5.3 Example 

/ 0 10 
A.= I 0 0 0 

' \ 1 0 0 V 
0 
1 
0 

ky= 0 and Oii-o 0 -1), C12=(0), JD., = (1) 
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Namely, x1=x2+x(i 

x2=u+xd 

Xj=X^ 

x^= 0 (hence x^ is an unknown constant) 

y=x1-x3+u 

Assume that y is the only quantity available for 

measurement. Because of this system is observable with 

observability index 3» third order compensator is 

required and since 71 * 0, the constraint ker F Z)Tt can 

be dropped in the augmented system. 

With third order compensator introduced, i.e. with 

three fictitious derivatives of u, the new system looks 

like: 

xp = Vp + B1u1 + V 

"1 * u2 

u2 * u3 

u3 = v 

- 0 

Equivalently, we have 

A 1 

0 1 O'OJO 0\ 
0 o o11 ! o o 
1 p o'o[_o_o 
o" o“ ô 1611 o 
0 0 0'0|0 1 

\0 0 OlOlO O' 

A2 " 

1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

c.=(i o -1 ! 1 Î o o) 
1 > [ 
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Firstly, note that the a priori conditions required 

by the previous result Proposition 5.2.1, namely controlla¬ 

bility of and existence of linearly independent 

eigenvectors for A^, are fulfilled. 

A 

'(* 

Then we go on to check whether the rank condition 

* * 

A 

holds. l\ _ P(
A 1 B1 A; 

l' \c1 D1 0L 

(h\ By inspection, it is obvious that 1 000 

lies in theAs;pace spanned by the second, third and 0 0) 

fourth column of f A'l. Hence the rank condition is satis¬ 

fied, and so state feedback in the augmented system is 
liv 

possible to keep the output y zero asymptotically. 
>\ A A 

Then we proceed to find F = (F1,F2)*(f1 f2 f^ f^ f^ 

A /
X
F\ 

f^,f^) such that v = F’yx^J * (f^ f2 fj f^ f^ f^,f^).(x1 x2 

x^ u-j u2 Uj x^)^ serves to keep the output y zero asympto¬ 

tically. 

To do this, we resort to the process used in the 

sufficiency proof of the foregoing result Proposition 5.2.1. 
A . A A A ^. 

First we choose F^ such that ^(A^+B^F-j ) is stable and then 

solve the following equations for y1A and y2i, i“1• 

+ B1y2i = (~^2^i 

(Ô1+S1P1)yu + V21 = <-C2>± 

Then F2=(fy)=(y21) as already asserted. 
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Note that 

À.J +B.j Fj - ^_I 

,-A 1 OOO 
/ 0 -A 0 1 0 

1 0 -A 0 0 

0 0 0 -A 
1 

, 0 0 0 0 -A 

\fl f2 f5 f5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

\ 

-A / 

Then the characteristic equation of the system can 

"be shown to have a form of 

A6-f6 \
5-f5 *.

4-f4 ^
3-f2A

2-f1A -f3- 0 

The coefficients of this equation (i.e. ) are determined 

by the pole positions which can he placed arbitrarily so 

long as they are in the open left complex plane, 

whose solution turns out to be: 
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Therefore, we obtain f^=f2+fj+f^, 

eigenvector of A^, we have 

(*?\ -1 \ 

-1 
0 
0 / 

and with v,-(1) as 

By the way, 

spans the space 
- (o -1 

such that 

-1 -1 0 0 1)* 

and 

where A 

îl/c V + 

x - y * {Mis} 
V» J£+(A+BB) 

B ■ (o1) = l A
2>\ 

1° A3/ 

, hence 

(using lemma 5.2.2) 

and B = (B^ B2) 

So far we have completed the problem to search for 

B. To summarize, ^=(f^,f2,f^,f^,f^,f^) is determined by the 

pole positions according to 

\6-f6 A
5-f5 A

4-f4 A.
3-f2A

2-f,A -f3 

=( A- A* A2)( A- A3)( A- A4H A- A5XA.- A6) 

A 
and B2 = (f^) * f2+^3+;*‘4 « 

As a final step, let us take a look at how these 

fictitious feedbacks can be realized through the use of a 
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cascade compensator shown "below: 

The compensator relates the output y and control 

input hy the following differential equation: 

••• •• • ♦ • • •• • 
u + au + bu + eu * dy + ey + fy + gy 

To find the values of a,b,c,d,e,f and g, let us use 

the plant: 

X1 x2 
+ xd 

x2 
U1 xd 

*3 
s X1 

• 

u 3S = u2 X 
• • • X( 
u s 

u2 
=S 
u3 x! 

• • • • u: 
u =: u3 ss v = (f-jt ^2* ^3 • ^4f ^5* “^6 * * U- 

u! 
\x; 

? 
11 

12 Î3 
“"d 

Hence with y^x^-x^+u, we have 

y = x2 + x^ - x1 + u2 

y= -x2 + u1 +u5 
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y = -u1-xd+u2+f1x1+f2x2+f^Xj+f^u1+f^U2+fgU^+ 

(f2+f5+f4)xd 

Substituting these into the compensator equation and then 

comparing termwise would yield the following: 

■1 df .J — f + g 

fg = df2 - e + f 

f^ = df^ — g. 

f4 + c ■ df^ - 1 + e + g 

f^ + b = df^ + 1 + f 

fg + a = dfg + e 

(f2+f3+f4) = d(f2+f3+f4) - 1 + f 

Prom (5.3-1),(5.3-3) and (5.3-7), it results that 

1 

(5.3-1) 

(5.3-2) 

(5.3-3) 

(5.3-4) 

(5.3-5) 

(5.3-6) 

(5.3-7) 

d = + 1 f » 
f1*f3 

where D = f.j+f2+2f3+f4. The following is then easy to verify 

a = 

e * 

C a 

f1+f2+f3+f6 

D 
f.,+f2+f3 

b = 

g = 

f1+f3+f5 
D 

+ 1 

1) 

0 

As a numerical example, suppose we want all the poles 

of on -1. Equivalently, what we desire is 

( A6-f6A
5“f5 A

4-f4*
3-f2 A

2-^ A-f3) - ( A —1 )6 

Therefore we obtain: 

(f1ff2,f3,f4,f5,f6) = (6,-15,-1,20,-15,6) 

and the compensator thus appears like 

10s3 - 10s2 +5s - 1 

9S
3
-4S

2 - s 

To see if the compensated system drives the output 
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y to zero asymptotically, note that the transfer function 

between x^(t) and y(t) is given by 

Y(s) ( s2-1 ) (s^+as2+bs+c)  

”^dT®' s^(s^+as^+bs+c)-(ds^+es^+fs+g) 

With Xd(s)=-~—, it follows that lim y(t) = lim s*l(s) = 

K Y(s) -Kc "t*°° s*0 
lim s* « ("v*v 'T) = ■=—  = o, since c = 0 as was shown. 
s^o s H^s) s 
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APPENDIX 

1 . Proof of Lemma 1.1 

(if) As P(t(n V ) C (Pty) A (PV) is true in general, 

it suffices to show that 

(PU)o(PU) c P(Uni;) (A-1) 

Let x=Pu^ =Pv^ E (PU)n(PU), where u^t "U and 

v1 £ 1/ . Obviously, P^-v^sO and so u^-v^f ker P. 

Furthermore, u.j-v.| l (L^+IT). Then we obtain u^-v^ £ ( TA + 

U) n ker P. 

By hypothesis, it follows that u^v^£ (tA^ her P) 

+ (UO ker P). Hence u^-v.j=u2+V2, where UgSlA , Vg £ 1/ 

and Pu2=Pv2=0. We thus maintain that u-i-u2=vi+v2 £ (tt^1^) 

and x=Pu^=Pv>|=P(u/j-U2)=P(v^+V2) £ P(7A ^ V ). Then (A-1) 

follows. 

(only if) First note that ClAf* ker P) + (LJ A ker P) C 

(U+ U) O (ker P) holds evidently. It remains to verify 

(tA+ 17) A (ker P) c ClAO ker P) + (1T A ker P) (A-2) 

To do this, let x £ OA+l/) A (ker P), then x= 

u+v, where u t U , v £ V , and P(u+v)=0. 

Since Pu+Pv=P(u+v)=0, it follows that Pu=-Pv= 

P(-v) £ (PlA) n (PV). However, since (PtO n (P U) C PtU/lt^ 

is true by assumption, there exists uv£tA
nl/such that 

Pu=P(-v)=P*uy. 

Finally, we argue that x=u+v=(u-uy)+(v+uv)€ 

(\|A ker P) + (1/A ker P) and then (A-2) follows. 

Q.E.D. 
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2. Proof of Lemma 1.7 

(if) Assume that B maps 3C oni°V c/ and A maps 

onto Z c£ . 

Since ker BCker A cX , we can construct for X 
a basis:x1 ,X2»... ,xs,... ,x^.,... ,xn such that x-j jXg, *.. fX^ 

is a basis for ker A and x.| tX£,... ,xg is a basis for ker B. 

(t=s if ker B = ker A). 

Then it can be shown that Bxg+1,Bxg+2»...»Bxn 

forms a basis for , and Ax^.+ ^ ,Ax^.+2». •. »Axn forms 

a basis for • 

It remains to define C: ^ to be a map that 

takes Bx^ to Ax^ for i=t+1,... ,n and, if t>s, Bx ^,..., 

Bx^ to zero. With C thus defined, we obtain CB=A mapping 

X onto X • 

(only if) Let x£ ker B, i.e. Bx=0. Then note that CBx= 

Ax=0 and so x £ ker A. This implies that ker BCker A. 

Q.E.D. 
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